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Abstract
Given two elements of a vector space acted on by a reductive group,
we ask whether they lie in the same orbit, and if not, whether one lies
in the orbit closure of the other. We develop techniques to optimize the
orbit and orbit closure algorithms and apply these to give a partial clas-
sification of orbit closure containments in the case of cubic surfaces with
infinitely many singular points, which are known to fall into 13 normal
forms. We also discuss the computational obstructions to completing this
classification, and discuss tools for future work in this direction.
1 Introduction
Let G be a reductive group over an algebraically closed field k acting on a k-
vector space V . Throughout most of this paper we will take G to be the general
linear group GL(n,C) and V to be Symd(C
n), the space of homogeneous degree
d polynomials in n variables. Given v ∈ V , we look at its orbit G · v under G,
and the Zariski closure of its orbit G · v in V . For each w ∈ V , we may ask the
following questions:
Is w ∈ G · v?
(1) If yes, find g such that w = g · v.
(2) If no, give a certificate. We then ask: is w ∈ G · v?
- If yes, find a 1-parameter family in G · v which converges to w.
- If no, find f ∈ I(G · v) such that f(w) 6= 0
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From now on, unless otherwise stated, the rank of a polynomial will refer
to its Waring rank. This is the length of a shortest decomposition as a sum of
powers of linear forms, the symmetric rank of the corresponding tensor [7].
Example 1.1. (Strict containment G · v ( G · v). Consider the action of
G = GL(4,C) on V = Sym3(C
4) as a change of coordinates g · v = v ◦ g. The
rank 3 polynomial w = x21x2 (see [6, Section 10.4] or [7, Section 8]) lies in the
orbit closure of the rank 6 polynomial v = x1x
2
2+x3x
2
4 [10, §97]. By Chevalley’s
Theorem [8, Corollary 4.20], the Zariski and Euclidean closures coincide. Setting
x1 = x1, x2 = x2, x3 = ǫx3, x4 = ǫx4, we get vǫ = x1x
2
2+ ǫ
3x3x
2
4 → w as ǫ→ 0,
but w is not in the orbit of v since their ranks do not agree. This gives an
example of when the orbit is not closed.
Our paper is organized as follows. We look at standard algorithms for orbits
and orbit closures in Section 2 and implement them in Macaulay2 in Section 3.
In Section 4, we develop some tricks to optimize these Macaulay2 implementa-
tions. In Section 5, we give a partial classification of orbit closure containments
for cubic surfaces with infinitely many singular points and finally, we discuss
computational obstructions to completing this classification and discuss tools
for future work in this direction.
Throughout this paper, we will use the notations (f1, . . . , fn), 〈f1, . . . , fn〉,
and ideal(f1, . . . , fn) to denote the ideal generated by f1, . . . , fn.
2 The Algorithms
Recall that G is a reductive group over an algebraically closed field k acting on
a vector space V , and v, w are elements of V . In this section, we give standard
algorithms for deciding whether w ∈ G · v and w ∈ G · v.
2.1 Is w ∈ G · v?
The following algorithm decides whether w is in the orbit of v.
Algorithm 1 Orbit containment
Input:
- a reductive group G acting on a vector space V over an algebraically closed
field k with basis {x1, ..., xn}
- v, w ∈ V
Output:
- J , where J =
{
(0) if w ∈ G · v
(1) if w /∈ G · v
inOrbit(G, v, w)
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1. Write
g · xi =
n∑
j=1
gijxj for each i, g =


g11 . . . g1n
...
. . .
gn1 . . . gnn


w =
n∑
i=1
wixi
v =
n∑
i=1
vixi ⇒ g · v =
n∑
i=1
vi(
n∑
j=1
gijxj) =
n∑
i=1
(
n∑
j=1
vjgji)xi
2. I = ideal(
∑n
j=1 vjgji − ci|1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) + ideal(det g − 1).
3. Substitute the coefficients ci in I by wi.
4. Eliminate the variables gij to obtain the ideal J .
Proof of correctness. Elements of V can be written uniquely as
∑n
i=1 cixi. Con-
sider the polynomial map G → V given by g 7→ g · v. Its graph is defined by
the ideal I = (
∑n
j=1 vjgji − ci|1 ≤ i, j ≤ n). Since w is in the orbit of v, there
exists an invertible g ∈ G such that w = g ·v. Equivalently, wi =
∑n
j=1 vjgji for
each i, i.e. w is in the vanishing locus of the ideal I, so is in the set theoretic
projection of V(I) onto V , where V(I) is the variety cut out by I. Substituting
the coefficients ci in I by wi sets up the system of equations, and eliminating
the variables gij solves for g. If J = (1), then 1 is in the ideal obtained from I by
substituting the coefficients ci by wi, so some combination of the equations re-
sults in an inconsistent equation, so a solution does not exist; otherwise J = (0)
and the equations are consistent, so there exists a solution g [8, Theorem 11.12,
Derksen’s Algorithm].
Example 2.1. (G = GL(4,C), V = Sym3(C4)). Let
v = x1x3x4 + x
3
3
w = 125x32 + 5x1x2x3 + 525x
2
2x3 + 7x1x
2
3 + 745x2x
2
3 + 357x
3
3 + 5x1x2x4+
75x22x4 + 8x1x3x4 + 220x2x3x4 + 163x
2
3x4 + x1x
2
4 + 15x2x
2
4 + 23x3x
2
4 + x
3
4
where w is obtained from v by setting x1 := x1 + 2x3, x2 := x2, x3 := 5x2 +
7x3 + x4, x4 = x3 + x4. The following Macaulay2 code computes J [5].
R = QQ[a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b2,b3,b4,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,d3,d4][x1,x2,x3,x4];
M = matrix{{a1,a2,a3,a4}, {b1,b2,b3,b4}, {c1,c2,c3,c4}, {d1,d2,d3,d4}};
f1 = 125*x2^3 + 5*x1*x2*x3 + 525*x2^2*x3 + 7*x1*x3^2 + 745*x2*x3^2 + 357*x3^3
+ 5*x1*x2*x4 + 75*x2^2*x4 + 8*x1*x3*x4 + 220*x2*x3*x4 + 163*x3^2*x4
+ x1*x4^2 + 15*x2*x4^2 + 23*x3*x4^2 + x4^3;
l1 = a1*x1 + a2*x2 + a3*x3 + a4*x4;
l2 = b1*x1 + b2*x2 + b3*x3 + b4*x4;
3
l3 = c1*x1 + c2*x2 + c3*x3 + c4*x4;
l4 = d1*x1 + d2*x2 + d3*x3 + d4*x4;
f2 = l1*l3*l4 + l3^3;
g = f1 - f2;
(N,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C) + ideal(det M - 1);
S = QQ[a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b2,b3,b4,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,d3,d4];
I = substitute(I,S);
time J = eliminate(I,{a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b2,b3,b4,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,d3,d4});
This computation gives J = (0) as expected since w is in the orbit of v. If we
set w = x31 + x
3
2 + x
3
3 instead, we get J = (1), which is again expected since w
is not in the orbit of v since their singular loci are not projectively equivalent
(see Section 4.2).
2.2 Is w ∈ G · v?
The following algorithm decides whether w is in the orbit closure of v.
Algorithm 2 Orbit closure containment
Input:
- a reductive group G acting on a vector space V over an algebraically closed
field k with basis {x1, ..., xn}
- v, w ∈ V
Output:
- K, where K =
{
(0) if w ∈ G · v
(1) if w /∈ G · v
inOrbitClosure(G, v, w)
1. Same as Step 1 of Algorithm 1: Orbit Containment.
2. I = ideal(
∑n
j=1 vjgji − ci|1 ≤ i, j ≤ n).
3. Eliminate the variables gij to obtain the ideal J .
4. Substitute the coefficients ci in J by wi to obtain the ideal K.
Proof of correctness. With notation as in Algorithm 1, the orbit of v is given by
the set theoretic projection π of V(I) onto V . The orbit closure of v is its Zariski
(equals to Euclidean by Chevalley’s Theorem) closure, which by [8, Theorem
4.2] is given by the elimination ideal J = I ∩ k[c1, · · · , cn]. Substituting the
coefficients ci by wi tells whether w is the zero locus of J [8, Theorem 11.12,
Derksen’s Algorithm].
Note that here we do not impose the condition det G = 1 since any matrix
(invertible or not) is in the Euclidean closure of the set of invertible matrices.
Indeed, if w = limǫ→0 gn · vn where gn is not necessarily invertible, since each
gn = limǫ→0 gnm where gnm is invertible, then w = limǫ→0 gnmn · vn (for some
mn) can be written as a limit using only invertible matrices.
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Example 2.2. (G = GL(2,C), V = Sym3(C
2)). Let
v = x31 + x1x
2
2
w = x21x2
The following Macaulay2 code computes K.
R = QQ[c30,c21,c12,c03,a1,a2,b1,b2][x1,x2,x3,x4];
f1 = c30*x1^3 + c21*x1^2*x2 + c12*x1*x2^2 + c03*x2^3;
l1 = a1*x1 + a2*x2
l2 = b1*x1 + b2*x2
f2 = l1^3 + l1*l2^2;
g = f1 - f2;
(M,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C);
S = QQ[c30,c21,c12,c03,a1,a2,b1,b2];
I = substitute(I,S);
time J = eliminate(I,{a1,a2,b1,b2});
K = substitute(J,{c30=>0,c21=>1,c12=>0,c03=>0})
This computation gives K = (0), which means w is in the orbit closure of v. To
verify this, since
x1x2 = lim
ǫ→0
(
x21 − (x1 − ǫx2)2
2ǫ
)
,
x1x2 can be written as a limit of polynomials of the form y
2
1 + y
2
2 , hence we can
write x21x2 as a limit of polynomials of the form y
3
1+y1y
2
2 . Since we are working
over C, by Chevalley’s Theorem, the Euclidean and Zariski closures of the image
of the projection coincide, so w ∈ G · v. Reversing the roles of v and w gives
K = (1), so v /∈ G · w as expected since the stabilizer of w has codimension
lower than that of v (see Section 4.3). Thus, w is in the orbit closure, but not
in the orbit of v.
3 A Macaulay2 Implementation for Cubic Sur-
faces
In this section, we provide Macaulay2 implementations of the orbit and orbit
closure algorithms for cubic surfaces, homogeneous degree 3 polynomials in 4
variables with complex coefficients, written
v =
∑
i+j+k+l=3
cijklx
i
1x
j
2x
k
3x
l
4.
The projective linear group G = PGL(4,C) acts on a cubic surface v by g · v =
v ◦ g for each g ∈ G. We restrict ourselves to inputs with rational coefficients.
3.1 Orbit
The following Macaulay2 code computes whether f1 is in the orbit of f2: f1 is
in the orbit closure of f2 iff J = (0).
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R = QQ[a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b2,b3,b4,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,d3,d4][x1,x2,x3,x4];
M = matrix{{a1,a2,a3,a4}, {b1,b2,b3,b4}, {c1,c2,c3,c4}, {d1,d2,d3,d4}};
f1 = -- plug in f1 here
l1 = a1*x1 + a2*x2 + a3*x3 + a4*x4;
l2 = b1*x1 + b2*x2 + b3*x3 + b4*x4;
l3 = c1*x1 + c2*x2 + c3*x3 + c4*x4;
l4 = d1*x1 + d2*x2 + d3*x3 + d4*x4;
f2 = -- plug in f2 here, replacing x1 by l1, etc.
g = f1 - f2;
(M,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C);
I = I + (det M - 1);
S = QQ[a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b2,b3,b4,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,d3,d4];
I = substitute(I,S);
time J = eliminate(I,{a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b2,b3,b4,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,d3,d4});
3.2 Orbit Closure
The following Macaulay2 code computes whether f is in the orbit closure of f2:
f is in the orbit closure of f2 iff K = (0).
R = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
c2001,c1101,c1011,c0201,c1002,c0102,c0003,c0021,c0012,c0111,
a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b2,b3,b4,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,d3,d4][x1,x2,x3,x4];
M = matrix {{x1^3, x1^2*x2, x1*x2^2, x2^3, x1^2*x3, x1*x2*x3, x2^2*x3, x1*x3^2,
x2*x3^2, x3^3,x1^2*x4,x1*x2*x4,x1*x3*x4,x2^2*x4,x1*x4^2,x2*x4^2,x4^3,
x3^2*x1,x3*x4^2,x2*x3*x4}}
C = matrix{{c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
c2001,c1101,c1011,c0201,c1002,c0102,c0003,c0021,c0012,c0111}};
f1 = M*transpose(C);
f1 = f1_(0,0);
l1 = a1*x1 + a2*x2 + a3*x3 + a4*x4;
l2 = b1*x1 + b2*x2 + b3*x3 + b4*x4;
l3 = c1*x1 + c2*x2 + c3*x3 + c4*x4;
l4 = d1*x1 + d2*x2 + d3*x3 + d4*x4;
f2 = -- plug in f2 here, replacing x1 by l1, etc.
g = f1 - f2;
(M,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C);
S = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
c2001,c1101,c1011,c0201,c1002,c0102,c0003,c0021,c0012,c0111,
a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b2,b3,b4,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,d3,d4];
I = substitute(I,S);
time J = eliminate(I,{a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b2,b3,b4,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d2,d3,d4});
-- substitute the values of the coefficients by the coefficients of f
(replace the 0s)
K = substitute(J,{c3000=>0,c2100=>0,c1200=>0,c0300=>0,c2010=>0,c1110=>0,c0210=>0,
c1020=>0,c0120=>0,c2001=>0,c1101=>0,c0201=>0,c1002=>0,c0102=>0,c0030=>0,
c0003=>0,c0021=>0,c0012=>0,c0111=>0})
Remark 3.1. Here we justify the use of Macaulay2 for computations on inputs
with rational coefficients. Indeed, the only nontrivial Macaulay2 routines used
are substitute and eliminate.
By construction, the ideal I has rational generators. The ideal obtained by
specializing I is generated by the specialization of each of the rational generators
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of I. Since the values we are substituting are rationals, substitution over the
rationals is the same as substitution over the complex field.
For elimination, we refer to [8, Theorems 4.2, 4.5], restated here as Theorem
3.1 for convenience.
Theorem 3.1. Let π : kn → km be the projection (a1, . . . , an) 7→ (a1, . . . , am)
onto the subspace km. Let I ⊂ k[x1, ..., xn] be an ideal and V = V(I) its variety
in kn, where k is an algebraically closed field. Then its closed image in km is
the variety π(V ) = V(J) defined by the elimination ideal J = I ∩ k[x1, ..., xm].
Moreover, if G is a lexicographic Grobner basis for I in k[x1, ..., xn], then J
has as Grobner basis G′ = G ∩ k[x1, ..., xm].
Since C is algebraically closed, the elimination ideal cuts out the image of
the Zariski closure of the projection of a variety. We want to show that the
elimination ideal over Q is generated by the same generators as the elimination
ideal over C. The Macaulay2 implementation of eliminate involves computing a
Grobner basis and intersecting it with k[x1, ..., xm]. It suffices to show that if I
has a set of generators consisting of rational polynomials, then it has a Grobner
basis consisting of rational polynomials. Since Buchberger’s algorithm, which is
used in Macaulay2 to compute Grobner bases, only involves rational operations,
the resulting Grobner bases must consist of rational polynomials. So, this set
of polynomials generate the elimination ideal over Q and over C, justifying our
use of eliminate.
Substitution clearly terminates. Elimination terminates theoretically since
Buchberger’s algorithm terminates.
4 Some Strategies for Reducing Computation
Time
In both the algorithms for computing orbits and orbit closures, elimination is
the only computationally expensive routine. Here we compile a list of tricks
that sometimes helps in obtaining a possibly non-constructive yes/no answer to
the orbit and orbit closure problems.
We give some examples to show the significance of elimination in determining
whether or not a computation terminates. The following code which shows that
x1x3x4 + x
3
3 is not in the orbit closure of x3x
2
4, terminates quickly.
R = QQ[c300,c210,c120,c030,c201,c111,c021,c102,c012,c003,
a1,a3,a4,b1,b3,b4][x1,x3,x4];
M = matrix {{x1^3, x1^2*x3, x1*x3^2, x3^3, x1^2*x4, x1*x3*x4, x3^2*x4,
x1*x4^2, x3*x4^2, x4^3}}
C = matrix{{c300,c210,c120,c030,c201,c111,c021,c102,c012,c003}};
f1 = M*transpose(C);
f1 = f1_(0,0);
l3 = a1*x1 + a3*x3 + a4*x4;
l4 = b1*x1 + b3*x3 + b4*x4;
f2 = l3^2*l4;
g = f1 - f2;
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(M,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C);
S = QQ[c300,c210,c120,c030,c201,c111,c021,c102,c012,c012,c003,
a1,a3,a4,b1,b3,b4];
I = substitute(I,S);
time J = eliminate(I,{a1,a3,a4,b1,b3,b4});
K = substitute(J,{c300=>0,c210=>0,c120=>0,c201=>0,
c021=>0,c102=>0,c012=>0,c003=>0})
However, the following code which tells whether x21x2+x1x3x4+x
3
3 is in the
orbit closure of x1x
2
2 + x3x
2
4, was run for a day, got stuck on elimination, and
did not terminate.
R = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
c2001,c1101,c1011,c0201,c1002,c0102,c0003,c0021,c0012,c0111,
a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b3,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d3][x1,x2,x3,x4];
M = matrix {{x1^3, x1^2*x2, x1*x2^2, x2^3, x1^2*x3, x1*x2*x3, x2^2*x3,x1*x3^2,
x2*x3^2, x3^3, x1^2*x4,x1*x2*x4,x1*x3*x4,x2^2*x4,x1*x4^2,x2*x4^2,x4^3,
x3^2*x4,x3*x4^2,x2*x3*x4}}
C = matrix{{c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
c2001,c1101,c1011,c0201,c1002,c0102,c0003,c0021,c0012,c0111}};
f1 = M*transpose(C);
f1 = f1_(0,0);
l1 = c1*x1 + c2*x2 + c3*x3 + c4*x4;
l2 = d1*x1 + d3*x3;
l3 = a1*x1 + a2*x2 + a3*x3 + a4*x4;
l4 = b1*x1 + b3*x3;
f2 = l2^2*l1 + l4^2*l3;
g = f1 - f2;
(M,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C);
S = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
c2001,c1101,c1011,c0201,c1002,c0102,c0003,c0021,c0012,c0111,
a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b3,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d3];
I = substitute(I,S);
time J = eliminate(I,{a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b3,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d3}); -- proj to
polynomials only involving c****’s
K = substitute(J,{c3000=>0,c1200=>0,c0300=>0,c2010=>0,c1110=>0,c0210=>0,c1020=>0,
c0120=>0,c2001=>0,c1101=>0,c0201=>0,c1002=>0,c0102=>0,c0003=>0,c0021=>0,
c0012=>0,c0111=>0,c2100=>1,c1011=>1,c0030=>1})
We remark that the singular loci of x21x2+ x1x3x4+ x
3
3 and x1x
2
2+ x3x
2
4 are
the lines [0 : x2 : 0 : x4] and [x1 : 0 : x3 : 0] respectively. If x
2
1x2 + x1x3x4 + x
3
3
is the limit of {fn} where fn ∈ G · (x1x22 + x3x24), then the singular locus of
x21x2 + x1x3x4 + x
3
3 must be the limit of the singular loci of the fns. We will
show in Example 4.1 that in this particular case, it suffices to consider elements
of G such that the second and forth coordinates are contained in the span of
x1, x3.
4.1 Sub-elim-sub
Lemma 4.1. Let I be an ideal in k[~x, ~y, ~z, ~w] where k is a field and ~x =
(x1, ..., xm), ~y = (y1, ..., yn), ~z = (z1, ..., zl), ~w = (w1, ..., wr). Let K be the ideal
obtained by first eliminating ~z, then substituting ~x = ~a and ~y = ~b. Let M be
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the ideal obtained by first substituting ~x = ~a, eliminating ~z, then substituting
~y = ~b.
Then, K ⊂M .
Informally, this is saying that the ideal obtained by eliminating then sub-
stituting is contained in the ideal obtained by first substituting some variables,
then eliminating, then substituting the remaining variables. Since M has fewer
variables than K, performing elimination on M is easier. If M = 0, then we
know K = 0, but if M 6= 0, we cannot say anything about K. This sometimes
helps in the orbit closure problem since elimination is done before substitution,
but not in the orbit problem where elimination is already performed last. How-
ever, it takes a lot of guessing and trial and error to determine the order of
substitution and elimination which would result in a terminating elimination
with M as small as possible.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let I = 〈r1, ..., rs〉. Let the elimination ideal Elim(I, ~z) =
I ∩ k[~x, ~y, ~w] be generated by t1, ..., tu. So,
K =
〈
t1(~a,~b, ~w), ..., tu(~a,~b, ~w)
〉
.
If f ∈ K, write f =∑ piti(~a,~b, ~w) where pi ∈ k[~w]. The ideal obtained from I
after substituting ~x = ~a is
Sub(I, ~x) = 〈r1(~a, ~y, ~z, ~w), ..., rs(~a, ~y, ~z, ~w)〉 .
Since t1, ..., tu ∈ Elim(I, ~z) = I ∩ k[~x, ~y, ~w],
t1(~a, ~y, ~w), ..., tu(~a, ~y, ~w) ∈ k[~y, ~w]
and t1(~a, ~y, ~w), ..., tu(~a, ~y, ~w) ∈ Sub(I, ~x),
so
t1(~a, ~y, ~w), ..., tu(~a, ~y, ~w) ∈ Sub(I, ~x) ∩ k[~y, ~w] = Elim(Sub(I, ~x), ~z),
so
t1(~a,~b, ~w), ..., tu(~a,~b, ~w) ∈ Sub(Elim(Sub(I, ~x), ~z), ~y) = M.
Thus, f ∈M .
The reverse containment does not hold in general. For example, consider
I = 〈y + xz〉 in k[x, y, z]. Eliminating z from I gives the zero ideal, so the next
substitutions do not matter and K = (0). On the other hand, substituting
x = 0 to I gives the ideal 〈y〉. Eliminating z from this ideal has no effect, and
substituting y = 1 results in M = (1) * K.
The following example shows how to use sub-elim-sub to solve the above
computation in determining whether x21x2 + x1x3x4 + x
3
3 is in the orbit closure
of x1x
2
2 + x3x
2
4.
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Example 4.1. The claim allows us to reorder the substitution and elimination
process as follows, resulting in a terminating algorithm.
R = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
c2001,c1101,c1011,c0201,c1002,c0102,c0003,c0021,c0012,c0111,
a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b3,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d3][x1,x2,x3,x4];
M = matrix {{x1^3, x1^2*x2, x1*x2^2, x2^3, x1^2*x3, x1*x2*x3, x2^2*x3,x1*x3^2,
x2*x3^2, x3^3, x1^2*x4, x1*x2*x4, x1*x3*x4, x2^2*x4, x1*x4^2, x2*x4^2,
x4^3, x3^2*x4, x3*x4^2, x2*x3*x4}}
C = matrix{{c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,c2001,
c1101,c1011,c0201,c1002,c0102,c0003,c0021,c0012,c0111}};
f1 = M*transpose(C);
f1 = f1_(0,0);
l1 = c1*x1 + c2*x2 + c3*x3 + c4*x4;
l2 = d1*x1 + d3*x3;
l3 = a1*x1 + a2*x2 + a3*x3 + a4*x4;
l4 = b1*x1 + b3*x3;
f2 = l2^2*l1 + l4^2*l3;
g = f1 - f2;
(M,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C);
S = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
c2001,c1101,c1011,c0201,c1002,c0102,c0003,c0021,c0012,c0111,
a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b3,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d3];
I = substitute(I,S);
J = substitute(I,{c1200=>0,c0300=>0,c0210=>0,c1101=>0,c0201=>0,c0111=>0,c1002=>0,
c0102=>0,c0012=>0,c0003=>0,c3000=>0,c2010=>0,c1110=>0,c1020=>0,c0021=>0});
time J = eliminate(J,{a1,a2,a3,a4,b1,b3,c1,c2,c3,c4,d1,d3});
K = substitute(J,{c0120=>0,c2001=>0,c2100=>1,c1011=>1,c0030=>1})
The last subsitution is actually not necessary since J is already (0). Applying
the claim to Mclaim = K and Kclaim = Kbad = K from the previous, non-
terminating code, we get Kbad ⊂ K = (0), so Kbad = (0), showing that x21x2 +
x1x3x4 + x
3
3 is in the orbit closure of x1x
2
2 + x3x
2
4. Note that since x
2
1x2 +
x1x3x4+x
3
3 is in the orbit closure of x1x
2
2+x3x
2
4 under elements of G such that
the second and fourth coordinates are contained in the span of x1, x3, it is also
contained in the orbit closure of x1x
2
2 + x3x
2
4 under all elements of G.
4.2 Looking at Singularities
A singular point of a homogenous degree d polynomial f in n variables is a point
p ∈ V(f) at which all partial derivatives of f vanish. It is a point at which the
tangent space TpV(f) has dimension higher than that of the variety V(f).
If ∇f = 0, then ∇(g · f) = ∇(f ◦ g) = (∇f) ◦ Dg = (∇f) ◦ g = g · ∇f
where the second to last equality is due to the fact that a linear function is its
own derivative. So, if g · v = w, then g must map the singular locus of v to
the singular locus of w. In particular, if the singular loci of v and w are not
projectively equivalent, then v and w do not lie in the same orbit.
In the case of cubic surfaces, the singular locus is cut out by 4 homogeneous
degree 2 polynomials. By orthonormalization, every symmetric bilinear form
can be transformed into the form ǫx21 + · · ·+ ǫx2n where ǫ ∈ {0, 1}, which helps
in seeing whether the singular loci are projectively equivalent.
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4.3 Counting Dimensions
Clearly, if the dimensions dim(G ·v) 6= dim(G ·w), then the orbits G ·v and G ·w
are distinct, and thus disjoint. For orbit closures, recall that we are working
over C. This allows us to use Chevalley’s Theorem which says that the Zariski
and Euclidean closures coincide.
Lemma 4.2. Let G, v, w be as before, G · v 6= G · w.
(i) If w ∈ G · v, then G · w ⊂ G · v.
(ii) If dimG · v ≤ dimG · w, then w /∈ G · v.
Proof. To show (i), let {gn · v} −→ w. Then for each g ∈ G, {ggn · v} −→ g ·w,
so G · w ⊂ G · v. Since G · v is closed, it contains the closure G · w of G · w.
For (ii), if dimG · v < dimG · w, then G · v 6⊃ G · w since a manifold cannot
contain a submanifold of higher dimension, thus w /∈ G · v by (i).
If dimG · v = dimG · w, suppose by contradiction that w ∈ G · v, so G · w ⊂
G · v. By Chevalley’s Theorem, the image of a polynomial map is a constructible
set, a finite union of differences of varieties. Write G ·v = (U1−V1)∪· · ·∪ (Uk−
Vk) = (U1−U1∩V1)∪· · ·∪(Uk−Uk∩Vk) where each Ui−Vi 6= ∅. By decomposing
U1, . . . , Uk into their irreducible components, we may assume U1, . . . , Uk are
irreducible. Since Ui∩Vi is a proper closed subset, Ui−Ui∩Vi is an open dense
subset of Ui, so G · v =
⋃k
i=1 Ui. Moreover, dimUi∩Vi ≤ dimUi−1 since Ui∩Vi
is a proper subvariety of the irreducible variety Ui, so has empty interior. Since
G · v 6= G · w, G · v ∩ G · w = ∅, so G · w ⊂ G · v − G · v ⊂ ⋃ki=1(Ui ∩ Vi) thus
dimG · w ≤ dim⋃ki=1(Ui ∩ Vi) ≤ maxki=1(dimUi ∩ Vi) ≤ maxki=1(dimUi)− 1 ≤
dimG · v − 1 < dimG · w, a contradiction, hence proving the equality case of
(ii).
We now provide Macaulay2 code to compute the dimension of the orbit clo-
sure of cubic surfaces over C. Here, I is the stabilizer of f , so by [14, Proposition
21.4.3], the codimension of I is the dimension of the orbit of f .
R = QQ[m_(1,1)..m_(4,4)][x_1..x_4];
M = mutableMatrix(R,4,4);
for i to 3 do ( for j to 3 do (
M_(i,j) = m_(i+1,j+1);
); );
M = matrix M;
for i from 1 to 4 do (
y_i = 0;
for j from 1 to 4 do (
y_i = y_i + m_(i,j)*x_j;
);
);
f = -- plug in f here with variables x1, ..., x4
g = substitute(f,{x_1=>y_1,x_2=>y_2,x_3=>y_3,x_4=>y_4});
F = f-g;
(Mon,C) = coefficients F;
I = minors(1,C);
S = QQ[m_(1,1)..m_(4,4)];
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I = substitute(I,S);
codim I
5 Cubic Surfaces with Infinitely Many Singular
Points
In this section, we apply some of the techniques in Section 4 to compute or-
bit closure containments for cubic surfaces with infinitely many singular points
under the action of the projective linear group PGL(4,C). From [4, 11], [10,
§97] and [7, Section 8], there are only finitely many normal forms of such cubic
surfaces, given in Table 1. Note that these normal forms are completely char-
acterized by their ranks and singularities, so each normal form corresponds to
a distinct orbit.
No Label Rank Normal form Singularity Dim
1. 1A 1 x31 plane [0 : x2 : x3 : x4] 4
2. 2A 2 x31 + x
3
2 line [0 : 0 : x3 : x4] 8
3. 3A 3 x21x2 plane [0 : x2 : x3 : x4] 7
4. 4A 4 x22x3 − x31 − x21x3 line [0 : 0 : x3 : x4] 12
5. 4B 4 x22x3 − x31 line [0 : 0 : x3 : x4] 11
6. 4C 4 x1(x
2
1 + x2x3) union of 2 lines 11
[0 : 0 : x3 : x4] ∪ [0 : x2 : 0 : x4]
7. 4D 4 x1x2x3 union of 3 lines 10
[0 : 0 : x3 : x4] ∪ [0 : x2 : 0 : x4]
∪[x1 : 0 : 0 : x4]
8. 5A 5 x2(x
2
1 + x2x3) line [0 : 0 : x3 : x4] 10
9. 6A 6 x1(x
2
1 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4) x1 = 0, x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4 = 0 13
10. 6B 6 x1(x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4) [1 : 0 : 0 : 0] ∪ {x22 + x23 + x24 = 0} 12
11. 6C 6 x1x
2
2 + x3x
2
4 line [x1 : 0 : x3 : 0] 14
12. 7A 7 x1(x1x2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4) x1 = 0, x
2
3 + x
2
4 = 0 12
13. 7B 7 x21x2 + x1x3x4 + x
3
3 line [0 : x2 : 0 : x4] 13
Table 1: Normal forms of cubic surfaces with infinitely many singular points.
Note: ”Dim” denotes the dimension of the orbit closure.
We give a partial classification of the orbit closure containments for these
normal forms in Table 2. We will use the notation (row, column): a ✓means that
the orbit closure of “row” is contained in that of “column”, while a ✗indicates
otherwise.
Justification: A grey entry indicates that the result is due to a dimension argument.
The diagonal entries are trivial.
Row 1: (1A, 1A), (1A, 2A), (1A, 4A), (1A, 4B), (1A, 4C), (1A, 6A), (1A, 7B) are
clear.
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Label 1A 2A 3A 4A 4B 4C 4D 5A 6A 6B 6C 7A 7B
1A ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
2A ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
3A ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
4A ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗
4B ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
4C ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
4D ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
5A ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
6A ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗
6B ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗
6C ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗
7A ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
7B ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓
Table 2: Normal forms of cubic surfaces with infinitely many singular points
(1A, 3A): x31 = limǫ→0 x
2
1(x1 + ǫx2).
(1A, 4D): x31 = limǫ→0 x1(x1 + ǫx2)(x1 + ǫx3).
(3A, 5A), (3A, 6B), (3A, 6C), (3A, 7A) imply (1A, 5A), (1A, 6B), (1A,
6C), (1A, 7A) respectively.
Row 2: (2A, 4B): x31 + x
3
2 = limǫ→0 x
2
2(x2 + ǫx3)− (−x1)3.
(2A, 4A): (2A, 4B) and (4B, 4A) ⇒ (2A, 4A).
(2A, 4C), (2A, 4D), (2A, 5A): Macaulay2 computations.
R = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3,c1,c2,c3][x1,x2,x3];
M = matrix {{x1^3, x1^2*x2, x1*x2^2, x2^3, x1^2*x3, x1*x2*x3, x2^2*x3,
x1*x3^2, x2*x3^2, x3^3}}
C = matrix{{c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030}};
f1 = M*transpose(C);
f1 = f1_(0,0);
l1 = a1*x1 + a2*x2 + a3*x3;
l2 = b1*x1 + b2*x2 + b3*x3;
l3 = c1*x1 + c2*x2 + c3*x3;
f2 = l1*(l1^2 + l2*l3); -- l1*l2*l3, l2*(l1^2 + l2*l3) respectively
g = f1 - f2;
(M,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C);
S = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3,c1,c2,c3];
I = substitute(I,S);
J = substitute(I,{c3000=>1,c2100=>0,c1200=>0,c0300=>1,c2010=>0,c1110=>0,
c0210=>0,c1020=>0,c0120=>0,c0030=>0});
time K = eliminate(J,{a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3,c1,c2,c3});
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(2A, 6B), (2A, 7A): We use the same Macaulay2 code as (2A, 4C), re-
placing f2 by l1(l
2
2 + l
2
3), l1(l1l2 + l
2
3) respectively. Since the former is in
the orbit closure of 6B and the latter in that of 7A, we get (2A, 6B), (2A,
7A).
(2A, 6A): (2A, 6B) and (6B, 6A) ⇒ (2A, 6A).
(2A, 7B): x31 + x
3
2 = limǫ→0 x
2
1(x1 + ǫx2) + x1(x2 + ǫx3)ǫx4 + (x2 + ǫx3)
3.
(2A, 6C): (2A, 7B) and (7B, 6C) ⇒ (2A, 6C).
Row 3: (3A, 2A): limǫ→0
x3
1
+(−x1+ǫx2)3
3ǫ = x
2
1x2.
(3A, 4A), (3A, 4B), (3A, 4C), (3A, 4D), (3A, 5A), (3A, 6A), (3A, 6B),
(3A, 6C), (3A, 7A), (3A, 7B): Inherit from 2A.
Row 4: (4A, 6C): limǫ→0 x3x22 + (−x1 − x3)(x1 + ǫx4)2 = x22x3 − x31 − x21x3.
Row 5: (4B, 4A): limǫ→0(
x2
ǫ
)2(ǫ2x3)− x31 − x21(ǫ2x3) = x22x3 − x31.
(4B, 6C): Inherit from 4A.
(4B, 7B): limǫ→0 x22x3 + x2(−x1)(ǫx4) + (−x1)3 = x22x3 − x31.
Row 6: (4C, 4A): limǫ→0−(−x1)3 + x32ǫ (−(−x1)2 + (x1 + ǫx2)2) = x1(x21 + x2x3).
(4C, 6B): limǫ→0 x1
(
x2
2
+(i(x2−ǫx3))2
2ǫ + (x1 + ǫx4)
2
)
= x1x2x3 + x
3
1.
(4C, 6A): Inherit from 6B.
(4C, 7A): Let y1 = x1, y2 = x1 + ǫx4, y3 =
x2√
2ǫ
, y4 =
i(x2−ǫx3)√
2ǫ
. Then,
limǫ→0 y1(y1y2 + y23 + y
2
4) = x1(x
2
1 + x2x3).
(4C, 7B): limǫ→0 x21(ǫx4) + x3x1x2 + x
3
1 = x1x2x3 + x
3
1.
(4C, 6C): Inherit from 7B.
Row 7: (4D, 4A): limǫ→0((ǫ(x1 + ǫx2))2
x3
2ǫ3 − (ǫx1)3 − (ǫx1)2 x32ǫ3 = x1x2x3.
(4D, 4C): limǫ→0
(ǫx1)
3+ǫx1x2x3
ǫ
= x1x2x3.
(4D, 6B): limǫ→0 x1
(
x2
2
+(i(x2−ǫx3))2
2ǫ + ǫx
2
4
)
= x1x2x3.
(4D, 6A): Inherit from 6B.
(4D, 7A): limǫ→0 x1
(
x1(ǫx4) +
x2
2
+(i(x2−ǫx3))2
2ǫ
)
= x1x2x3.
(4D, 7B): limǫ→0
x2
1
(ǫ2x4)+x1(ǫx3)x2+(ǫx3)
3
ǫ
= x1x2x3.
(4D, 6C): Inherit from 7B.
Row 8: (5A, 4B): Macaulay2 computation.
R = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3,c1,c2,c3][x1,x2,x3];
M = matrix {{x1^3, x1^2*x2, x1*x2^2, x2^3, x1^2*x3, x1*x2*x3, x2^2*x3, x1*x3^2,
x2*x3^2, x3^3}}
C = matrix{{c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030}};
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f1 = M*transpose(C);
f1 = f1_(0,0);
l1 = a1*x1 + a2*x2 + a3*x3;
l2 = b1*x1 + b2*x2 + b3*x3;
l3 = c1*x1 + c2*x2 + c3*x3;
f2 = l2^2*l3 - l1^3
g = f1 - f2;
(M,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C);
S = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3,c1,c2,c3];
I = substitute(I,S);
J = substitute(I,{c3000=>0,c1200=>0,c0300=>0,c2010=>0});
time K = eliminate(J,{a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3,c1,c2,c3});
K = substitute(K,{c2100=>1,c0210=>1,c1110=>0,c1020=>0,c0120=>0,c0030=>0})
(5A, 4A): Inherit from 4B.
(5A, 4C): Macaulay2 computation.
R = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3,c1,c2,c3][x1,x2,x3];
M = matrix {{x1^3, x1^2*x2, x1*x2^2, x2^3, x1^2*x3, x1*x2*x3, x2^2*x3,
x1*x3^2, x2*x3^2, x3^3}}
C = matrix{{c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030}};
f1 = M*transpose(C);
f1 = f1_(0,0);
l1 = a1*x1 + a2*x2 + a3*x3;
l2 = b1*x1 + b2*x2 + b3*x3;
l3 = c1*x1 + c2*x2 + c3*x3;
f2 = l1^3 + l1*l2*l3
g = f1 - f2;
(M,C) = coefficients g;
I = minors(1,C);
S = QQ[c3000,c2100,c1200,c0300,c2010,c1110,c0210,c1020,c0120,c0030,
a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3,c1,c2,c3];
I = substitute(I,S);
J = substitute(I,{c3000=>0,c1200=>0,c0300=>0,c2010=>0,c1110=>0,c1020=>0});
time K = eliminate(J,{a1,a2,a3,b1,b2,b3,c1,c2,c3});
K = substitute(K,{c2100=>1,c0210=>1,c0120=>0,c0030=>0})
(5A, 6B): limǫ→0 x2
(
x21 +
x2
3
+(i(x3−ǫx2))2
2ǫ
)
= x2(x
2
1 + x2x3).
(5A, 6A): Inherit from 6B.
(5A, 7A): limǫ→0 x2(x2x3 + x21 + (ǫx4)
2) = x2(x
2
1 + x2x3).
(5A, 7B): Inherit from 4B.
(5A, 6C): Inherit from 7B.
Row 9: (6B, 6A): limǫ→0
ǫx1((ǫx1)
2+x2
2
+x2
3
+x2
4
)
ǫ
= x1(x
2
2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4).
Row 10:
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Row 12: (7A, 6A): Let y1 =
x1√
2 3
√
ǫ
, y2 =
i(x1−ǫx2)√
2 3
√
ǫ
, y3 =
4
√
2 6
√
ǫx3, y4 =
4
√
2 6
√
ǫx4.
Then limǫ→0 y1(y21 + y
2
2 + y
2
3 + y
2
4) = x1(x1x2 + x
2
3 + x
2
4).
Row 13: (7B, 6C): This is Example 4.1.
There are still 11 ordered pairs (left blank) for which we are unable to
compute the orbit closure containment at this time. For these cases, either
there are four variables involved causing elimination to not terminate, or the
dimensions of the orbits of the two cubic surfaces considered differ only by one,
so the guessing in sub-elim-sub is hard.
Nevertheless, we obtain a stronger statement of [12, Corollary 3.4].
“Corollary 3.4” A general cubic surface with infinitely many singular points
has rank six.
Proof. There are finitely many orbits of cubic surfaces with infinitely many
singular points. All the normal forms of cubic surfaces with infinitely many
singular points are contained in the orbit closures of either x1(x
2
1+x
2
2+x
2
3+x
2
4)
or x1x
2
2 + x3x
2
4, which have rank six.
Out of the 11 cases for which we are unable to decide the orbit closure con-
tainments, only 1 case involves 3 variables while the other 10 involve 4 variables.
As mentioned in Remark 3.1, the Macaulay2 implementation of eliminate in-
volves computing a Grbner basis, which is done using Buchberger’s algorithm.
Buchberger’s algorithm is slow in general, especially when the number of vari-
ables is large.
We would also like to note that in [9, Theorem 2.12], the author provides an
algorithm which reduces the orbit closure problem to checking the consistency
of a system of linear equations. With notation as in [9], for the case of cubic sur-
faces, after reduction to the conic case [9, 2.7], we have V = the 20-dimensional
vector space of cubic surfaces, G = GL(4,C), and ρ : G → Mat20,20(C) is the
matrix representation of G, i.e. ρ(g) is the matrix of the linear transformation
V → V , v 7→ g ·v with respect to the monomial basis {xi1xj2xk3xl4|i+j+k+l = 3}.
The algorithm takes as input d = deg ρ(G). According to an (unpublished)
computation done by Hanieh Keneshlou and Khazhgali Kozhasov, this degree
is very large: 4306472. Since step 2 of the algorithm [9, 2.11] involves a generic
polynomial of degree 2d− 2, for the case of cubic surfaces, it does not make the
orbit closure problem easier.
As Bernd Sturmfels suggested, another approach for future projects to tackle
this problem would be numerical algebraic geometry (see e.g. [13] or [1]). This
approach has been recently used to great success in such papers as [2].
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